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sea XCXp01tÓç. The sea is the source of his frustration and neurosis, ... 
For someone like Asclepiades who appears to be anally fixated, the 
sea/mother = the vagina which not only procreates but excretes, 
and the golden sea is therefore the urinary sea, because to the 
neurotic sex is not normal but dirty". 

Cras credam! Tout d'abord, il est 6vident que M.M. confond le 

poete avec le sujet parlant du poeme; on se rappelle que de la meme 

facon, un philologue fameux a qualifi6 Archiloque de 'psychopathe' 
en se fondant sur le poeme recemment retrouve dans un papyrus de 

Cologne. Puis, si le poete érudit a choisi XCXp01tÓç, adjectif expri- 
mant une couleur moins usuelle pour les flots de la mer, c'est grace 
a l'association etymologique avec xap- 'plaisir': les flots sont, pour 
ainsi dire, XCXp01tOLcX 'qui font plaisir'; noter I'apostrophe: le sujet 
parlant s'adresse a Aphrodite, deesse du plaisir d'amour (cf. X('Xptql 
Xapa) qui etait n6e de 1'6cume de la mer ('Acppoyivetoc), ce qui est 

6voqu6 ici par orjv, mot initial du poeme. La meme association 
d'idees se trouve plus tard chez Meleagre (V 154) et d'autres poe- 
tes, comme l'a bien vu M.M. (p. 64). Dans un appendice, M.M. 
enumere les passages ou XCXp01tÓç et xapoxot6q sont attestes comme 
variantes l'un de l'autre. 

R6p6tons notre conclusion: 1'ouvrage est utile en tant que r6per- 
toire, mais il faut se mefier de certaines interpretations. 
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The first part studies x 322 K(pxr) 17C L?OC re X'rdt4eV(XL [iev&<x(v&jv, 
where the length of the -a is commonly explained by assuming that 
the verse is a variation of x 295 K. l1tCXt?CXL 6Sq 'te. xr. This seems to 

give a traditional verse with hiatus at P (the penthemimeres). H. 
shows that this is not a necessary conclusion. His conclusion is that 
x 295 is not a traditional verse, and that hiatus at P was avoided in 
traditional epic verse. 

His evidence is that re is misplaced in this verse, as no 'perma- 
nent fact' is expressed. He points to verses with xaTaxTa?.EVa? 
?e.ve.cxev<ùv, to formulaic 6Sq re etc. and shows that O'CL'aaw mostly 
provided participles before the caesura. He concludes that the 
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verses in x are a combination of the first formula (xcx'tcxx't. y. ) with a 
formula participle of aiaaw + cxis TE (as in P 460). He further points 
out that many old participles are found before the caesura, which 
end in a consonant at P (-aS, -wv) or a vowel at T (the trochaeic 

caesura; -ov<a) and that almost all P2 and T2 noun-epithet 
formulae (i.e. formulae following P or T) begin with a consonant, 
thus giving a long syllable at P and a short one at T. This means 
that in a large system of formulae there was no hiatus at P or T. 
The strength of the study is that it shows that a 'basic' line (x 295) 
may be a contamination of older material, and that this line cannot 
be used as evidence for old hiatus at P. 

The second part discusses the theory that the hexameter 

originated from two smaller lines, a theory recently defended again 
by West. West thought that some irregularities in Homer are traces 
of the coalescence of two such lines. There are only four of them, 
and H. has little difficulty in showing that they are not old. He con- 
cludes that there is no evidence that these irregularities were ever 

regular. "The hypothesis of an increasing regularity is not sup- 
ported by ascertainable facts." (p. 35). The author stresses that we 
must use the oldest parts of the Homeric diction (for which he gives 
criteria, p. 43), the best being formulae with pre-Ionic morphology 
or vocabulary belonging to a system of formulae). He then points 
out that many formulae run up to or start from P or T, and that 

many have variants to fit both P and T. This would mean that you 
need two different lines as the ancestor of the first part of the 
hexameter (and so for the second). Other formulae cross P or T 

(flpL6c?toto T n6c*Cq, o-6ecratv T iotx6u) and cannot possibly have 

belonged to two half verses. It is also pointed out that very many 
formulae (fitting P or T) are too short to have been separate verses, 
e.g. iyoq 6' As far as the coalescence hypothesis started from 
the idea that Homeric verses are long, it is stressed that the oldest 
verses have little 'content', e.g. xÀr¡eO'O'CXL ?,EY&po?o 06paq 1tUXLV&Ç 
0(paput(xq. I don't think this is relevant. In determining the length of 
a metrical structure only the number of its own units counts. And a 
line of 152/3 syllable is a rather long one. 

Hoekstra's conclusion is that "All of them (the oldest formulae) 
have been found incompatible with the coalescence-hypothesis." 
(53). That is, Homer provides no evidence for the theory. It could be 

right, but it is a mere guess. And it is improbable that there would 
be nothing left of the 'original' formulae and features of composi- 
tion. Here one could think that, if we put the creation of the 
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hexameter at, say, 1500 BC (1700? 1900?), it is possible that the 
formulae found in Homer don't go back farther than 1200. 

Given the existence of an Indo-European poetical language it is 

probable that the Greek epic verse is based on IE verse. Meillet had 

already shown that the Aeolic measures are of IE origin. Recent 
research has confirmed that IE had an eight syllable line, with a 
catalectic variant. On this basis Nils Berg has explained the origin 
of the hexameter (MSS 37 (1978), 11-36). He too thinks it 

originated from two verses but, as the P/T caesura could be 

secondary (because of its aesthetic function), and as the 
trithemimeres and the bucolic diaeresis leave too short elements, he 
thinks the hepthemimeres was the old dividing point. He then 
derives the second part from (a pherecratean) (from the 
IE catalectic and the first part from the eight syllable 
(choriambic dimeter II) (These lines, as well as their 

combination, still occur in Greek poetry.) I think Berg's explana- 
tion (all steps are accounted for) is so simple and convincing as to be 
almost self-evident. He thinks there are some traces of its origin, 
notably the stichoi akephaloi, but even if they would prove 
unreliable, his explanation would stand. Apparently Hoekstra has 
not yet seen this explanation; we would like to have his opinion on 
it. 

In III 1 it is suggested that pre-Doric survivals from the mainland 
can be found in passing mentions, and that they must have reached 
Homer via a poetical tradition. As examples H. discusses a few 

inconspicuous heroes, e.g. Apisaon son of Hippasos. In III 2 he 
adds Ortilochos and the three sons of Portheus by reconstructing 
older forms of the verses. Thus it is made probable that 1tcxtôcx etc. 
often replaces ULÓV etc., and that sometimes a middle 
was used instead of the active or vice versa. The conclusion is that 
the reconstructed lines show that the hexameter itself is also of 

Mycenaean date. 
Here I have some objections. One is that we cannot be sure that 

in a given verse, e.g. y 489, i€xE 1tcxtôcx replaced 'tÉxe.9' u16v. This 

assumption is based again on the name (Ortilochos) and what we 
know about him; so it is no independent evidence. Then, in the 
forms reconstructed, uiov and uiES, the h- is neglected, 
which shows, I think, that these forms cannot be of Mycenaean 
date. (One could posit r6xe u'L6v instead of *ULfÚV p. 80 is a 
mistake for *ut'6v.) 
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In III 3, as an answer to Kirk, the view is expressed that the Dark 

Ages were not "likely to have engendered a new type of poetry 
composed in a new style-and ... in a new verse (... the elaborate 

dactylic measure ...)" p. 84. This is illustrated with recent 
excavations (Lefkandi). On the other hand "the variegated but fun- 

damentally stable conceptions of the Minoan-Mycenaean civilisa- 

tion, ..., are perfectly compatible with the existence of a poetry 
characterised by plentiful but rather stereotyped ornamentation." 

p. 85 f. Though H.'s view seems the more probable, here, of 

course, we come into questions where scientific discussion is hardly 
possible (what do we know about such correlations?). This becomes 
clear when it is said that in the Dark Ages "primitive formulae such 
as yuvatxc,)v 9r¡Àu'tE.pcX<Ùv might have originated, but not much 
more". More concrete is the statement that such formulae as 

1tÓ'tVLCX Hpv) (with characteristic amplitudo) must be of 

Mycenaean date, and that they belong to the normal formulaic 

systems, so that these systems too must be of Mycenaean date (p. 
82 f.). One might ask, however, whether the system(s) of variants 
cannot be later elaborations. (The question why these formulae 
must be Mycenaean is not discussed here.) 

The argumentation of the book could be presented as follows: the 
evidence we have, is that the oldest formulae for different reasons 

(of both form and content) must be of Mycenaean date, and that 

they exactly fit the formulaic systems we know; and as these 

systems exactly fit the hexameter, it follows that these systems and 
the hexameter must be of Mycenaean date. And "after the scat- 
tered remnants of the old population had gained a stable foothold 
on the foreign coasts (of Ionia) and had settled down to more or less 

peaceful conditions, the memories of a splendid and distant past led 
to a revival of the mainland epic." Here I would ask whether 

perhaps our definition of formula does imply that it fits the 
hexameter. So perhaps we disregard old elements that do not fit, as 

being problematic. I don't think so, but it may be good to formulate 
the question. 

The conclusion is, I think, that we have to show how probable it 
is that certain elements are of Mycenaean date. This study adduces 
more evidence, but primarily sketches the conclusions to be drawn 
from them. It becomes time for something like a systematic com- 

mentary on the (oldest) formulae, bringing together the evidence in 
a handbook. (In this book one misses an index of the words and for- 
mulae studied.) I may add that no special knowledge of formulae is 
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required to read the book. Though sometimes I found it difficult to 
follow the exact line of reasoning (but these are rare moments), I 
can most warmly recommend reading. (The author announces a 

commentary on Od. v-x, p. 14 n. 22, which we await impatiently.) 
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I 
"The aim of this study is to argue that the Iliad and the Odyssey 

were orally composed, and that their composition took place in the 
sixth century B.C. on the initiative of Pisistratus" (p. 9). Now that 
a.o. Griffin has convincingly shown how very different Iliad and 

Odyssey were in comparison with 'traditional' epics as represented 
by the epic cycles-although only fragmentary evidence is 

available, the general characteristics of these works are clear-one 
has to assume a creative poet as composer of the Homeric poems. 
Whether the pair of Cynaethus as dictating poet and Onomacritus 
as the supervising director of the scriptorium could combine to be the 
monumental composer, as suggested by Jensen (p. 161), seems 

very doubtful to the present reviewer. It is highly unlikely that not 
even one historian from antiquity would have preserved any men- 
tion of Cynaethus' authorship, if he really were the writer. The 
scholia to the second Nemean ode, to which Jensen attaches great 
importance, rather expose Cynaethus as a falsifier than that they 
are favourable to his authorship. Furthermore, Cynaethus' literary 
activities are far from clear, and it is doubtful whether he did 

actually write the Homeric hymn to Apollo, as Jensen (p. 153) 
states without hesitation'). On the basis of available evidence one is 
led to accept that Cynaethus interpolated lines into the Homeric 
text (which must, therefore, already have existed in writing in his 

time) and that he recited Homeric poems in Syracuse. 
Of course, it is true that there is evidence of Pisistratus' 

tampering with the text of the Homeric poems, but Jensen's views 
rather seem to strain the available evidence: the process of 

collecting the poems (p. 150 ff.) can hardly account for their unity, 
which is demonstrably there, and the fact that the writing down of 
the Homeric poems has not left any traces in works from antiquity 


